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Background
The Nohr Chapter of Trout Unlimited annually undertakes a stream
habitat improvement project as an essential part of our mission “to
conserve, protect, and enhance the cold water streams of
Southwestern Wisconsin.” In February of 2010 two project committee
members and our contractor met with an NRCS technician to create
a project design for the stream. Our 2010 project comprised 3000 ft.
of stream work on Blue River in Grant County. This segment of
stream is immediately below where the 2009 project on Blue River
concluded. Three different landowners were involved in this reach of
stream and there is a permanent DNR easement on all three
properties. As in all of our stream habitat improvement projects we
considered the entire riparian as a whole. In our efforts to restore
trout and forage fish habitat we did not overlook the other critters of
the riparian. We used various techniques that would also be
beneficial to reptiles and amphibians.
Sponsorship and partners
The Nohr Chapter’s role in these projects is to serve as a project
sponsor and the project leader. Because the chapter does not have
the physical or financial resources to effectively undertake projects of
this scale alone, it is necessary to reach out to other organizations
for volunteer labor and financial assistance. We are indebted and
grateful for the financial and physical support we have received from
our partners over the last several years. We look forward to
continuing these partnerships in our ongoing habitat improvement
efforts. The partners for the 2010 Blue River project includes:
Grant County Natural Resources Conservation Service
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Trout and Salmon Foundation
Trout Unlimited Driftless Area Restoration Effort
The Elliott Donnelley Chapter TU
Lee Wulff Chapter TU
Wisconsin State Council TU – Friends of WI Trout
Madison Fishing Expo
Southwest Chapter Pheasants Forever
Grant County FSA
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Our partnership with the Wisconsin DNR and the help we have received
from our area fisheries manager, Gene VanDyck, has been very
important in the facilitation and successful completion of this project.
Stream restoration work is labor intensive and expensive. The partners
listed above provided over 350 hours of volunteer labor and/or financial
support for contracted machine work and required materials necessary to
move the project to completion.

Building Lunkers
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Seeding & Mulching

Project Activities
The first project activity requiring volunteer help was building lunkers.
In early summer we had a number of chapter members and some
non-member volunteers meet on-site to build the required lunker
structures. Through out the project we also used volunteer help to
seed, mulch and put down erosion matting. A couple of workdays
were required to complete the required number of lunkers. The
brushing required for this project was deemed too extensive for the
number of work days that would have been required, so the trees and
brush were removed by our contractor in the spring.
This year we held our fifth annual post-project celebration. This event
was held streamside on our 2010 Blue River project site. Watershed
landowners, local community members, governmental agency
employees, and chapter members were invited to attend.
Approximately 60 people enjoyed a wonderful lunch on a cold but
nice fall day.
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Landowners & friends at the celebration picnic

A stream tour was provided to explain our project work. Joe Schmelz,
Iowa County NRCS technician, gave a short presentation to explain
the importance of and the reason for the habitat work we are
undertaking. After which, WI DNR fisheries manager, Brad Simms,
and a couple of volunteers, electro shocked a segment of stream,
showing a very healthy fish population. During this demonstration,
Brad did a great job explaining the habitat requirements of not only
the trout but also the forage fish and macro invertebrates in the
stream.
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Kids enjoyed participating in electro-shocking demonstration
Stream and Riparian Improvement Work
The foremost objective of the Nohr Chapter is to complete projects
that reflect and exceed the best known practices in habitat
improvement work. We endeavor to produce outcomes that reflect
the highest standards of technical expertise and aesthetic quality.
The techniques used to achieve these outcomes may vary on
different stream segments.
The 2010 Habitat Improvement project was completed on a 3000-foot
section of stream on Blue River in Grant County. This reach of stream
runs through what used to be a pasture for the landowner’s dairy cows. It
had not been grazed for 30 years and had grown into a dense canopy of
boxelder trees, which shaded out most of the more appropriate
vegetation that helps to stabilize stream banks. Much of this section of
stream was comprised of vertical banks that were eight to ten feet high.
Large sections of these eroded, unstable banks continually sheared off,
contributing to huge sediment loads in the stream.
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Eroding bank on lower end of project in process of being tapered back

The initial work on the project started in April 2010 with brushing to
remove the extensive boxelder thicket on the lower stream segment.
Actual stream work started in July and entire project was completed by
the end of September.
One of the main goals of this project was to reshape and stabilize eroding
banks to help connect the stream to the flood plain. This allows the
stream to run narrower and deeper exposing gravel and cobble areas and
allowing them to scour deeper holes and runs while decreasing the
sediment load in the stream.
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The restoration work was quite extensive. It required doing hundreds of
feet of bank stabilization, the installation of cross-channel logs and vortex
weirs to help scour holes and runs, setting in-stream boulder retards, the
strategic placement of couple of sets of lunker structures for protective
cover, and rock deflector placement in strategic areas to recreate stream
meanders. This project involved three landowners. None of the three
properties are used for agriculture any longer and we hope to replant the
entire riparian area with native forbes and grasses in the spring of 2011.
Some areas were seeded with native species in the fall.

Same site 3 months later photographed from opposite side of stream
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This was a tree that was half-buried in a wide, muddy section of stream
and recycled into a cross log

With this project, as with all Nohr Chapter projects, an effort is made to
incorporate or improve habitat for all species in the riparian area by
installing escape logs, root wads, and backwater areas to benefit
amphibians, reptiles, and other fish.
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An example of a shallow backwater on the left with a set of lunkers on
opposite bank on the right
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A couple of spring seeps on hillside that were protected and enhanced for
amphibian and reptile habitat
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An escape log with a set of boulder retards below it

One of the numerous reds observed after project completion in the fall
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Summary
The 2010 Blue River project showcases one more example of
successful stream habitat improvement work in Southwest
Wisconsin. The improvements to this segment as well as the
previous work done on Blue River benefit the entire river system by
reducing the sediment load into the stream. Other species in the
riparian area will also benefit from the work that has been done.
The Nohr Chapter is proud to have sponsored this project and is deeply
indebted to the partners who have volunteered services and funds to this
restoration effort. Stream work requires significant team effort; we could
not have done it without the help of our partners. Thanks to all.
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